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Discussion Questions
1. What was your reaction to learning that there is an enterprise behind answering letters to Juliet? Is there a
responsibility to answer the letters?
2. Do you think that seeking advice from a semifictional character from a romantic tragedy is either romantic or
tragic?
3. Is there a common trait shared by the secretaries? Do you think you could manage to be one of them?
4. What has your experience with reading Shakespeare been like throughout your life? Do you think you read
and appreciate him differently as an adult than you did as an adolescent? Why or why not?
5. Can you think of any other literary settings so uniquely tied to their books and characters as Verona in Romeo and Juliet? Have you or would you ever visit any of them?
6. How would you characterize Glenn’s teaching style? Does he remind you of any teacher you had during your
school years?
7. Were there any new revelations for you about Shakespeare and/or Romeo and Juliet?
8. Describe Glenn and Claire’s relationship. Are they wrong in how they treat each other? How would you describe Glenn’s reaction to Claire’s big reveal?
9. What role do you think timing had to play in Glenn and Desiree’s budding relationship? Do you think that “timing is everything,” acts as a principal factor in all
relationships
10. How do Glenn and Desiree complement each other? What type of future do you
envision for them?
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